
About 3 years ago, my young son and I went for a ‘pay and
play’ session at the National Water Sports Centre,
Nottingham.  We were heading off to France and I had
planned for us both to rent a kayak but, as neither of us
had ever paddled before, I thought we had better get
some prior experience.  So, there we were on a lake, each
of us sitting in a kayak, when my son spied a group of
children messing around on SUP’s and his eyes lit up.  We
quickly swapped over and while I was trying to work out
how to stand up, he investigated how many different ways
he could launch himself off!  We came away grinning. 
 
I bought my own board and joined a women’s flat-water
paddling group.  I paddled lone trips on the local canal but
admittedly was getting a little bored.   Then a friend
suggested I might like to try a faster flow and a few weeks
later I rocked up and joined the guys from Nottingham
Whitewater SUP.   They evidently enjoyed a challenge
(me!):  only 5”, very unfit, no prior experience on white
water, no paddling skill, no comparable board sports
experience (surf, snowboard, skate) and absolutely no
idea how to put a wet suit on!
 
And I have been paddling with them ever since.…….
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Fast forward and now I am sitting in a room, with about 8 months coaching experience, surrounded by highly
experienced coaches and paddlers, some of whom are renowned for their development of this sport in the
UK.   I am on the first ever British Canoeing SUP White Water Coach Award training, which is both exciting
and equally very very daunting, even though I am with friends with, have paddled and coached many of
those attending.  What makes WW SUP so very special is the inclusiveness of the community and this was
very much evident over the two-day orientation. Everyone was so supportive and the training, with Phil
Hadley, built beautifully upon the Core Coach Training.  Ultimately, it was a lot of fun and I was able to add,
substantially, to my toolkit of coaching skills. 
 
I find coaching such a circular process with my own paddling informing how and what I coach, and coaching
equally informing how I paddle.  So next steps include lots of water time at HPP with the Notts WW crew. I will
be practising white water safety and rescue techniques and heading out for some sweet river 

 running!   I am planning to go for coach assessment very soon and, if I pass, I will be
one of first two WW SUP female coaches and, because I have no other prior paddle
experience, the first pure WW SUP Coach in the UK. That would be a pretty cool
achievement. For now.


